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Topic Link between Value and Topic Value References in Bible, EGW or Other

Matter Matter has pattern of organization, so the church needs Spiritual Gifts & 1 Corinthians 12:4
organization of its talents. Ministries

Definition of As physics is concerned with the basic laws of nature.  So we are Law of God Exodus 20:1-17
physics concerned with Ten commandments.

Unit of As units of measurement facilitate communication, so Christian Behavior Isaiah 46:27
measurement  Christian behavior facilitate the  spreading of  the good news.

Accuracy of It is based on legal standards.  So the Ten Commandments is our Law of God Exodus 20:1-17
measurement standard of measurement.

Continuous Motion is a continuous change in position.  As we are growing Christian Behavior 2 Thessalonians 1:3
motion spiritually, we change our life style everyday.

Velocity Velocity is speed with direction.  In Christian life, self-control Self-control Proverbs 16:32
is our direction and speed.

Acceleration Increase in speed is postive and slow  in speed is negative. Self-control Proverbs 28:18
We need self-control to balance our life speed

Force As force is  the course of acceleration, in same way courage will Courageous Deut. 31:6
cause accelerated motion.

Law of inertia As an object at rest remains at rest, in same way we must Trustworthy Revelation 22:11
persevere to trustworthiness.

Law of Every change of motion is proportionate to the force.  We will Industrious Revelation 22:12
acceleration get reward or progress as we work hard.

Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below:
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